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Voyager Jet Center Customer Appreciation Night Celebrates Diverse Group 

Business leaders, entrepreneurs, athletes and entertainers share good spirits and the benefits of 

private jet travel

Pittsburgh, PA – Voyager Jet Center, www.voyagerjet.com, Pittsburgh’s premier private aircraft 
charter, management, and fixed base operator (FBO) celebrated its clients, an impressive mix of 

business leaders, entrepreneurs, athletes and entertainers, on Wednesday evening at 
Pittsburgh’s hottest new Market Square restaurant, Sienna Sulla Piazza.

“We try to keep these events very low profile,” said Karl Foerster, general manager of Voyager Jet 

Center, “because our client roster, most of which is made up of household names, is totally 
confidential. In their public lives the entertainers are in the spotlight, the athletes are in the 

limelight, and the business folks are in the headlights. When they’re with us, whether it’s at an 
event like this or on a private jet flight on one of our charter aircraft, they can relax and be 

themselves. We create a nice zone of comfort.”

Private jet travel provides many benefits that diverse groups of highly successful people require.
• Most have enormous constraints on their time. Chartering a jet makes travel far more 

efficient, and allows travelers to accomplish far more in a day than they could if they flew 
on commercial airlines.

• Celebrities have an entourage and business leaders have a management team. They 
can get their people where they need to be more cost efficiently and productively by flying 

on a private jet, and the team-building experience is second to none.
• Whether it’s the paparazzi or the competition that’s watching, some travel simply calls for 

confidentiality. Private aviation is an excellent way to keep the voyeurs at bay.
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“It’s really fun to gather such an interesting and influential, yet unlikely group,” said Eric Tabor, 
head of sales for Voyager Jet Center. “The range of people who appreciate the benefits of private 

aviation is amazing. When they get together at our events they really enjoy it.”

About Voyager Jet Center
Voyager Jet Center (VJC), based in West Mifflin, PA, is a leading private aircraft management 

and services company with a Fixed Base Operation (FBO) at Allegheny County Airport (AGC), the 
private aviation hub for Pittsburgh and western Pennsylvania. VJC provides full aircraft 

management services, executive aircraft charter, and acquisition services nationally, and fueling, 
maintenance and hangar services at Allegheny County Airport. Voyager’s fleet consists of a wide 

selection of aircraft and manufacturers. VJC managed aircraft operate on Voyager Jet Center 
certificate V0JA087M. For more information about Voyager Jet’s fleet or private aviation services, 

please visit www.voyagerjet.com, or call Eric Tabor at (412) 267-8030.
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